British Initials And Abbreviations

Abbreviations, initials and acronyms - English Grammar Today - a reference to written and spoken English grammar
and usage - Cambridge Dictionary.In both American and British English, if you are using initial letters to represent If the
abbreviation consists only of the first part of a word, then you should put a.This list contains the most common
abbreviations used in the OED. Click on a letter to see the abbreviations beginning with that letter. Most of the words
listed.British usage favours omitting the full stop in abbreviations which include the A person's initials are a kind of
abbreviation, and these are usually followed by.An acronym is a word or name formed as an abbreviation from the
initial components in a In English and most other languages, such abbreviations historically had limited use, but they
became much more common in the 20th century.Degree abbreviations are used as an alternative way to specify an
academic degree instead of spelling out the title in full, such as in reference books such as .I have always believed that
an acronym had to be a pronouncable word, like RADAR or LASER, not just a set of initials like IBM or CIA, but I see
more and more.Abbreviations, simply put, are shortened forms of words. initial sound of the word (not necessarily the
initial letter) guide your choice. In American English, title abbreviations are followed by a period; in British English, the
period is omitted.Get our FREE 5-Part Course, the RealLife Way, which will guarantee your success in English and in
Life--plus, weekly tips and more.Initial abbreviation. Find the common abbreviations for initial and other English words
at Writing Explained.Non-native English speakers often find it difficult to know when to use a, the or no article with
initials and acronyms. The key is to know what.International abbreviation. Find the common abbreviations for
international and other English words at Writing Explained.You're looking for Punctuation in abbreviations: In both
British and American English, if you are using initial (i.e. first) letters to represent words, you don't.Ask about English:
22 June LP' or 'share an LP' (LP is the acronym for an old style of music recording: a Long Player vinyl record).
pronounced individually with an initial vowel sound, such as 'F', 'L', 'M', 'N' and 'X'.It's common to use abbreviations,
acronyms and initialisms in academic writing. Do you know all the BBC is also short for Big British Castle. (Photo:
David.
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